Instructions for building a spinning top

You need:
- templates for copying
- "beer coaster" or a round cardboard
- scissors and glue
- a wooden stick, about 10 cm long
  or a marble, a halma cone and hot glue gun
- coloured pencils
  (dark blue, reddish purple, red, orange, yellow, light green, light blue)

What you have to do:

1. Colour the template in the given colours.
2. Cut the circle out and glue it on the cardboard
3. Take the wooden stick and make a tip with the sharpener.
4. Put the wooden stick with the tip through the cardboard

Or:
Take the hot glue gun and fix the marble on one and the halma cone on the other side.

The areas of the sections are in relation to each colour in our natural light.

The best way to spin your spinning top is by taking it into both hands and rubbing them against each other, as if you were cold.